The major challenge with down hole milling operations using HWU is employing a suitable fluid circulating system, which is very critical for effective well bore cleaning and transporting of cuttings from the well bore to the surface. A bell nipple with sufficient side outlet diameter to ensure efficient fluid circulating system was Copyright © IAARR 2014: www.afrrevjo 
Introduction
Down hole milling ranging from cement drill out to packer milling is a common operation during well work over/re-entering using conventional work over rigs but not the same with Hydraulic Work over Unit particularly in Niger Delta. When the Hydraulic Work over Unit (HWU) was introduced in Nigerian Oil and Gas Industry in 2001, its initial work scope was basically to retrieve old complet1ion string and run new completion assemblies on wells of about 6000 ft. A further step saw the unit being utilized for casing cutting and retrieval in well abandonments. As the unit moved from well to well, experience and expertise were gained and the scope of work continued to expand. The capabilities of Hydraulic Work over Unit were proven as new areas of application were developed and executed. Within the space of four years, the use of HWU in well operations has moved from the simple tubing retrieval and re-completion to complex fishing/milling operations in wells as deep as 13,000 ft.
Over the past four years, Hydraulic Work over Unit (HWU) has continued to gain interest among operators in the upstream oil and gas sector in Nigeria. Its popularity as alternative means of carrying out well work over, re-completion and well abandonment other than the conventional rig has increased tremendously because of its overall cost effectiveness. Within the first four years of its operation in Niger Delta, the initial scepticism that trailed its introduction as a work over rig fizzled away. However, what was still in doubt was its ability to carry out milling operations such as cement drill out and packer milling which are often encountered in the course of well work over/re-completion.
This aspect of well operation posed a great challenge and presented another mile stone for Hydraulic Work over Unit in Niger Delta.
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Materials and methods

Candidate wells and pre-job planning
Two wells of approximately the same depth were programmed for work over and recompletion using HWU in the south east of the Niger Delta. Apart from the usual operation of retrieving old completion tubing and running new ones which HWU has proven to be very efficient, the work scope for these two wells involved milling permanent packers and drilling out cement plugs and retainer. These milling operations posed a great challenge to HWU operation. Because these operations were hitherto new in the Nigerian Oil and Gas industry with HWU, there were scepticisms about achieving a good result. Therefore, the only way of proving the unit's capability in terms of milling operation was to put it on trial.
In planning for the job the following were identified and taken into consideration
1.
Drilling fluid circulating system 2. Bottom hole assembly (BHA) selection and handling
Torque and rotary speed requirements
Of all the three items identified, drilling fluid handling and circulation posed the greatest challenge. The major area of concern in fluid circulation was the fluid return system. Unlike a conventional work over rig, where the bell nipple is mounted on top of the annular preventer and the returning drilling/work over fluid routed through the bell nipple outlet to the shaker via a return line and then to the fluid return tank. This is not the case with HWU because the unit is rigged up directly on top of annular preventer without bell nipple. Fluid circulation is achieved through one of the BOP side outlet valves with annular preventer closed. During milling or cement drill out operation, cuttings are expected on the surface which required a higher pump rate & annular velocity to carry them to the surface and larger side outlet other than 2 -3 inches diameter of 5M BOP side outlets for the returning fluid. The use of a bell nipple with up to 7-8 inches inside diameter was considered as an alternative which raised another concern on how and where to install it. Installing the bell nipple on top of the annular preventer as obtained in a conventional rig was considered inappropriate for the two reasons
Firstly, it will increase the overall height of the unit.
Secondly and more critical, bell nipple was not considered strong enough to bear the load exerted by the unit plus the string weight during operation. This became a problem that must be tackled to ensure good well bore cleaning during milling operation.
The maximum rotary torque of the unit is 6,600 lb-ft and speed of about 60 rpm. These were considered adequate for the job. However, a down hole mud motor was to serve as contingency. No problem was envisaged on BHA handling for milling since the unit has a good record on other down hole fishing operation.
Results
Equipment rig-up and milling operations
In addition to the usual HWU rig up procedure, a bell nipple was designed, fabricated and installed at the work window mounted on top of the annular preventer. A third party inspection was carried out on the bell-nipple before installation the inspectors reviewed each weld, the welders and welding procedures used. This was done shortly after completion of the welding/fabrication job, but not within 24 hours.
The HWU bell nipple consisted of:-Large bore nipple sized to sit in bore of access window.
 Hold down bolts and nuts.
 Rubber gasket seals.
 Flow line side outlet.
 Access window connector plate. With the maximum rotary torque of 5000 ft-lb and speed of 40 rpm, the unit was able to mill permanent packer drill out cement plug and retainer successfully with sufficient cuttings brought to return tank via the bell nipple, thereby achieving another milestone in its operation in Niger Delta.
The Modified Bell Nipple Specification
In a 9-5/8"; 53Ibs/ft; N-80 production casing and milling with a 3-1/2" IF (NC-38) drill pipe and pumping at a steady rate of 400gpm (10bls/min) we were able to sustained a calculated annular velocity of 163ft/min and a Reynold's number of 2.5 x 10 5 This turbulent flow significantly improved the debris -carrying capacity of the completion brine as the borehole was circulated clean during the milling operation.
Conclusion and recommendations
With the successful development and installation of this bell nipple in the access window area of the HWU, without compromising the stability and safety of the equipment and personnel, a good circulation system to transport cuttings to surface was successfully achieved at a significantly reduced cost when compared to performing the same operation with a conventional drilling rig. This simple innovation was now broadened the scope of work and application available to the HWU in the Niger Delta Region and is recommended for milling operations within the limits of the HWU applications. 
